
Travel through time with 10x Rewind, and boost past big wins into future epic wins! When you trigger
Rewind Time Win Spins, time reverses to play back and repeat previous wins, boosted by an

increasing win multiplier, cash prizes, and extra Win Spins! Look out for scatters as time rewinds to
give you the boosts. Let the Time Traveller guide you through time: the best prizes occur with her in
view! Hit a big win and then trigger Rewind Time Win Spins to multiply it to a massive epic win! Take

an incredible journey through history, f rom dinosaurs to �ying cars. Where we're going we don't need
roads!
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Global release

SEPTEMBER 16,
2021

RTP

96,47%
HIT Frequency

25,67%
Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH
Default Max win

400.000 €



Paylines

INFINITY
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,10 € - 20 €
Default max multiplier

X 20.000

Key selling points

Takes the player through time with stunning graphics, top-notch maths, and a unique mechanic
that re-awards previous wins!

In Rewind Time Win Spins, time reverses to repeat previous wins, boosted by an increasing win
multiplier, cash prizes, and extra Win Spins!

Scatters that don’t trigger the feature give the player boosts to their Win Spins when time reverses.

If the player hits a big win and then triggers Rewind Time Win Spins, it can be multiplied to a
massive epic win!

Features 4ThePlayer.com’s exclusive BIG REEL PORTRAIT MODE®, making portrait mode an
immersive entertainment experience.All the fans of 4ThePlayer.com’s popular 9k Yeti.
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Target demographic

All the fans of 4ThePlayer.com’s popular 9k Yeti.

Players who love great win potential in both the base game and free spins with easily achievable
frequent Epic wins and features.

Players who remember their best wins and want to re-experience them.

Players who like to see what they can potentially win in their next bonus.

Players who want innovative features that they can’t get elsewhere.
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Game features

Boost Your Past Wins

Look out for scatters as time reverses in
Rewind Time Win Spins to boost your previous
wins! When playing Win Spins, scatters will
award extra Win Spins, increase your win
multiplier, or pay a cash prize!
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Choose Your Portrait Reels
Mode

Select classic or Big Reel Portrait Mode®
which makes portrait play fun again, clearly
see the reels and watch the action as they
spin from top to bottom for a more
captivating and immersive experience.

Rewind Time Win Spins

3 Win Spins Scatters award up to 10 Rewind
Time Win Spins! Time reverses to play back
and repeat your previous wins, boosted by an
increasing win multiplier. Where previous
wins do not exist, random wins will be
generated. Play your biggest wins again!
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Game rules

10x Rewind is a 6-reel, 4,096 Ways slot created by 4ThePlayer.com. Ways slots remove paylines to
make it easier to see the wins. A win is formed from consecutive symbols starting from the �rst
reel.
10x Rewind features the Rewind Time Win Spins bonus: go back in time and reencounter your past
wins, which are boosted with increasing win multipliers, extra cash prizes and win spin retriggers.
The game also features 4ThePlayer’s unique BIG REEL Portrait Mode™.

 

How to play?

The player chooses their bet amount using the + and – buttons. All wins are multiplied by the bet.
For details on win payouts see the game paytable.
To play the game, the player presses the SPIN BUTTON. If playing on PC and if enabled in the game
options menu, the space bar can also be used to spin the reels.
Winning symbols are raised over the reels when the spin stops.
Wins pay from left to right. In the BIG REEL Portrait Mode™, wins pay from top to bottom.
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BIG REEL Portrait Mode™

When playing on mobile in portrait, the player has the option of playing classic small reels or BIG
REEL Portrait Mode™. This option enlarges the reels, stacks them on top of each other and spins
them right to left and pays top to bottom. This maximises the visual experience on the mobile
without changing the game experience.
This mode is only available in portrait mobile play. Payouts and game features are unchanged.

 

Win spins Scatter

3 Win Spins Scatters will trigger the Rewind Time Win Spins bonus. Win Spins Scatters can appear
on reels 1, 3, and 6.

 

Wild

The Wild symbol substitutes for every symbol apart from scatters.

 

Rewind Time win Spin Bonus
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3 Win Spins Scatters will trigger the Rewind Time Win Spins bonus. Pick 1 of the triggering scatters
to win 5, 7, or 10 Win Spins.
The bet for the Win Spins bonus will be set at the value that the Win Spins bonus was triggered.
The player’s previous spins will be played out in reverse order, beginning with the most recent
previous spin. Only winning spins will count against the player’s total number of Win Spins. Wins
will be re-awarded to the player, multiplied by the current win multiplier.
Spins where 1 or more Scatters land on the reels count as winning spins. Each Scatter can award 1
of the following:
– Increase to the win multiplier.
– A cash prize.
– Additional Win Spins.
Previous wins will be taken from previous spins at the triggering bet level.
When this feature is awarded, where previous spins do not exist at the triggering bet level, random
spins will be generated.
The game will store 187 previous spins per bet level.

 

How to calculate a win with 4,096 ways
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If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of a symbol, the win will be multiplied.
Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal payout multiplier.
For example, if the �rst reel contains 2 symbols, second reel 3 symbols and third reel 2 symbols, the
paytable value is multiplied by 2 x 3 x 2 = 12.

 

Autoplay

Autoplay allows the player to play without pressing spin. To open Autoplay, press the AUTOPLAY
button (the small button with 4 arrows and a play icon in the middle).
The player can choose the number of spins, loss limit, and single win limit. The spins will
automatically stop when the chosen number is reached or when the loss limit or single win limit is
hit.
When Autoplay is active
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Game menus

Game Panel
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Options Panel

Expand this image

Autoplay - Toggles in-game sounds and music on or off.A -

Options menu - Opens the game menu, where you can view the paytable and game rules, or
view your play history.

B -

Balance - Displays your account balance.C -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -

Bet - Displays the value of your total bet per game.E -

Bet Down Button - Lowers your total bet per game.F -

Spin Button - Starts the game.G -

Bet Up Button - Raises your total bet per game.H -
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Sounds - Toggles in-game sounds and music on or off.A -

Paytable - Opens the paytable, for information about how much each symbol pays and the
game features.

B -

Autoplay - If Autoplay is enabled, opens the Autoplay menu to set up and play automatic
spins.

C -
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Press Space to Spin Reels - Enables or disables ability to play the game by pressing the
Space Bar.

D -

History - If this feature is enabled, you may review and replay your last 10 game rounds.E -

Game Rules - Find out the rules of the game.F -
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Additional information

The English language version of the game rules prevails.

If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting the
game.

Malfunction voids all plays and pays.
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